
Recipients of this package agree that all of the information 
contained herein is of a proprietary nature to The Ballboy Movie, 
LLC (“Production”).   All rights reserved.   No portion of this 
summary or data contained herein may be reproduced or utilized in 
any form, by any means, electronic or otherwise, including 
photocopying, scanning, recording, E-mailing or by any information 
storage or retrieval system now known or hereafter devised 
without the express written permission of Production.

The following is an overview of the structure, production, distribution 
and revenue plan for the independent feature film presently titled The 
Ballboy.  The Ballboy Movie, LLC (“Production”) has distributed this 
plan solely for informational purposes and only upon request.  Each 
recipient agrees to treat it as confidential information, which shall 
remain the property of Production, and shall not be disclosed or 
revealed by the Investor(s) or to anyone else except employees of 
the Investor(s) who have a need to know the information in 
connection with the Investor(s) evaluation of the submission.

This package is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy 
securities nor shall securities be offered or sold to any person in any 
jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation, or purchase would be 
unlawful, prior to registration or qualification under the securities 
laws of such jurisdiction.  Investor(s) should not construe the content 
of this document as investment, legal securities or tax advice from 
Production or any of the preparers.  Investor(s) should consult with 
professional advisors to gain professional legal and/or tax advice.

Investor(s) understands and agrees that any estimates, projections, 
revenue models, forecasts or assumptions are by definition uncertain 
and thus possibly unreliable.   Any party considering a transaction 
with Production agrees to look solely to its own due diligence.   The 
revenue models contained in this document are based on certain 
assumptions of fact, and are presented for illustrative purposes only 
and do not represent a forecast of the anticipated results by 
Production.   Investor(s) must recognize that the projections herein 
are only estimates, are not guaranteed and should not be relied upon 
by any potential Investor(s) in connection with Production.

Investor(s) also understands and agrees that the actors portrayed in 
the concept poster are not currently attached or signed to the 
Production and that the poster was created solely to demonstrate 
the film concept visually.  

COPYRIGHT NOTICE
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The producers of “The Ballboy” pledge to promote diversity 
when securing the cast, crew and service providers for the 

film. Contributions from any race, religion and gender 
identification will be invited, considered, and appreciated.

PRODUCERS’ STATEMENT
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When Randy Balzac, NY Under Twenty Singles tennis champ, wins a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to be 
the honorary guest ball boy at the American Open Finals, he expects to watch his hero, Bart Fears, break 
the consecutive win streak record. Unfortunately, Randy makes a tragic mistake that gives bad boy Rod 
McDove the victory, while ending Bart’s career, as well as his own. 
  
Seven years later, a down and out Randy works at a local tennis center that is in debt to the bank which 
will soon foreclose. To make matters worse, Mindy, Randy’s mother’s obnoxious bully of a girlfriend, who 
is also Randy’s nemesis, is trying to purchase the tennis center so she can turn it into a fur store. Albert, 
the tennis center owner, and his daughter, Randy’s life-long friend Vivian, convince Randy to face-off 
against McDove in a charity match that will help raise the funds needed to save the tennis center. When 
the charity match leads to further embarrassment for Randy without achieving its goal, Randy decides to 
enlist the help of his hero, Bart Fears. 
  
After some persuading, Bart decides to help Randy and brings him to his former coach, Le Champion, the 
“Yoda of Tennis”. Randy trains for the American Open with Le Champion and some help from a 
rejuvenated Bart. With the tournament approaching, Randy appears ready to challenge McDove, until an 
injury ends his hopes. He then convinces Bart to replace him and return to tennis. When Vivian realizes 
that Randy sacrificed his own dream of winning the Open in order to give Bart the opportunity to redeem 
himself, she seems him in a new light and realizes she’s fallen in love with him. With Randy in his corner, 
Bart's  return to the sport is magical, culminating in an exciting victory in the finals over McDove. Bart 
thanks Randy for saving him and donates some of his winnings to rebuild the tennis center.
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DESIRED LEADING CAST
RANDY BALZAC 

Excitable, competitive, formerly athletic but now down and out.  Randy is eager to restore his family’s good name and 
move on from the disastrous misstep he made as an honorary ballboy when he was a teen.  Clever, snarky but still 

somewhat innocent, he regularly leans on help from his friends Vivian and George while on his quest.  When he sees 
his relationships at risk, he decides that helping his friends succeed is the best way to achieve his goals.

Tom Holland is an English actor and dancer. He is known for playing Spider-Man in the Marvel 
Cinematic Universe, so far appearing or starring in five films: “Captain America: Civil War”, 
“Spider-Man: Homecoming”, “Avengers: Infinity War”, the upcoming fourth Avengers film, and 
“Spider-Man: Far From Home”. His other major films include “The Impossible”, “In the Heart of 
the Sea”, and “The Lost City of Z”. Holland received the BAFTA Rising Star Award in 2017.

Nick Jonas is an award-winning singer, songwriter, record producer, and actor. He achieved his 
greatest success while performing with his brothers in the musical group, The Jonas Brothers. 
He’s appeared in multiple television shows and television movies, like “Camp Rock”, “Camp 
Rock 2”, “Kingdom”, and “Scream Queens”. In 2017, he played Jefferson “Seaplane” McDonough 
(Alex Vreeke) in the major motion picture, “Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle”.
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Marcus Scribner has starred as Andre Jr. in Blackish since it premiered 2014. He has been 
nominated for multiple Emmy, Golden Globe, Critics Choice, NAACP Image, and Screen Actors 
Guild awards as part of the ensemble cast. In 2016, Marcus received an individual NAACP 
Image award for "Outstanding Performance by a Youth”.
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DESIRED LEADING CAST

VIVIAN KANG  
Smart, stubborn and a resourceful friend to Randy. Vivian is the Assistant Manager at the tennis center that her 
father owns, and where Randy works. Her clever determination and persuasiveness help guide Randy through 
his adventure, while her caring approach provides the support that Randy’s character needs in order to grow.

Costance Wu stars as Jessica Huang in ABC’s sitcom, “Fresh off the Boat” and has earned 
best actress nominations from the Television Critics Awards, and the Critics’ Choice 
Television Awards. Wu also gained notoriety and critical acclaim as Rachel Chu in the hit 
film, “Crazy Rich Asians”. In 2017, Wu was included in the annual Time 100 list of the most 
influential people in the world. 

Jamie Chung is a Korean-American actress, blogger, and reality TV personality. She first 
gained fame on MTV’s “Real World: San Diego” and later transitioned into acting roles in 
films like “Grown Ups”, “The Hangover Part II”, and “Big Hero 6”. She received critical 
acclaim for her lead performance in the independent film, “Eden” and has also appeared on 
television in ABC’s “Once Upon a Time” and in Fox’s superhero drama series, “The Gifted”.

Claudia Kim is a South Korean actress and model, best known for her roles in the Netflix 
show “Marco Polo”, and as Helen Cho in “Avengers: Age of Ultron”. She can currently be seen 
as Nagini in “Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald”.
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SUPPORTING CAST - ATTACHED

“LE CHAMPION” 
Part mentor, part taskmaster, all tennis guru, the dashing Le Champion is widely hailed as the Yoda of 
tennis.  He commands respect for his teachings and demands respect for the game.  Le Champion is a 
wise teacher whose mantras work in tennis and in life. He will watch his players’ every move and is 

always right behind them, ensuring that they learn and grow. His players eat, live and breathe tennis.
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PATRICK 
MOURATOGLOU



Jason Alexander
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DESIRED SUPPORTING CAST

Chris Pratt is an American actor who came to prominence for his television roles in the NBC 
sitcom “Parks and Recreation”, and the WB drama series “Everwood”.  In 2014, Pratt achieved 
leading man status after starring in “The Lego Movie” and “Guardians of the Galaxy”. A year 
later he starred in “Jurassic World” and has since appeared in additional Marvel Universe 
movies.

Damon Wayans Jr. is an American actor, comedian, and writer, best known for his role as Brad 
Williams in the ABC sitcom “Happy Endings”, for which he was nominated for a Critics Choice 
Television Award for Best Supporting Actor in a Comedy Series in 2012. He is also known for 
playing Coach in the Fox sitcom “New Girl” and for providing the voice of Wasabi in “Big Hero 
6”.

Bradley Cooper is an American actor and filmmaker.  He has been nominated for four Academy 
Awards, two BAFTA Awards, and two Golden Globes. Cooper appeared in Forbes Celebrity 
100 on two occasions and Time's list of 100 most influential people in the world in 2015. His 
films have grossed $7.8 billion worldwide and he was named one of the world's highest-paid 
actors for three years.

BART FEARS 
A multi-time tennis champion who is now a bitter and angry recluse, after his career ended suddenly and 

disgracefully thanks to Randy. Full of self-pity, Bart spends his days wasting away in front of a television in his 
large mansion. When Randy reenters his life, Bart learns to channel his anger into a renewed competitive nature.
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DESIRED SUPPORTING CAST

Chris Hemsworth is an Australian actor who has starred in action movies like “Star Trek”, 
“Snow White and the Huntsman”, and “Red Dawn”, as well as comedy movies like National 
Lampoon’s “Vacation”, and “The Cabin in the Woods”. Hemsworth is probably best known for 
portraying Thor in seven movies in the Marvel Cinematic Universe.

Charlie Barnett is an American actor.  He starred as Peter Mills on the NBC drama “Chicago 
Fire” from 2012-2015, and currently stars on the Netflix comedy series “Russian Doll”. He will 
next be seen on the big screen starring alongside Drew Barrymore in “The Stand-In”.

ROD MCDOVE 
British, brash, offensive, and an infinitely talented ambidextrous tennis champion.  Rod is a polarizing 

tennis anti-hero.  Some love his outlandish behavior, while more traditional fans find his actions disgraceful 
and upsetting.  Off the court, he is a proud womanizer who takes much joy in what his fame has brought him.   
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Nicolas Hoult is a British actor, who has starred such movies as “A Single Man” (for which he 
earned a BAFTA Rising Star), “Clash of the Titans”, “X-Men: First Class”, “X-Men: Days of 
Future Past”, “Jack the Giant Slayer”, and “Mad Max: Fury Road”. 
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DESIRED SUPPORTING CAST

Ross Butler is an American actor who has starred in the Disney Channel series “K.C. 
Undercover”, films “Teen Beach 2” and “Perfect High”, as well as for his role in the Netflix 
series “13 Reasons Why”.

Nico Santos is a Filipino-American actor known for portraying Mateo Liwanag on the NBC 
series “Superstore”. Santos’ role as Oliver T’sien in “Crazy Rich Asians” showcased his comedy 
film acting abilities.

Justin Chon is an American actor and YouTube personality best known for portraying Eric 
Yorkle in the Twilight saga film series, for his critically acclaimed film “Gook”, and for being a 
member of the K-pop parody group Boys Generally Asian.

GEORGE SONG 
Vivian's slightly older and flamboyantly gay cousin. The fearless George is a 
loyal friend to Randy, while using any opportunity he can to flirt with him.
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DESIRED SUPPORTING CAST

MINDY TARLICK 
An obnoxious, manly, sex-crazed lesbian who is Randy’s future step-mother.  Mindy is a bully who 

only looks out for her own needs and doesn't care whom she hurts along the way.  She is driven by her 
goal to open her next big fur warehouse to replace the tennis center which means so much to Randy.

Jane Lynch is an American actress, author, singer, and comedian. She gained fame in the 
feature film “Best in Show” and for her role in the TV show “Glee”. Lynch has played in notable 
comedies like “Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby”, “The 40-Year-Old Virgin”, and 
“Role Models”. She has won numerous awards, including the Primetime Emmy Award, Golden 
Globe Award and a Screen Actors Guild Award.

Amy Poehler is an American actress, voice artist, comedian, director, producer, and writer. 
She is best known for TV shows like “Saturday Night Live” and “Parks and Recreation” (where 
she was also a producer), plus feature films like “Wet Hot American Summer” “Baby Mama”, 
“Inside Out” and “Horton Hears a Who!”.  She has multiple Golden Globe nominations, with one 
win, and multiple Primetime Emmy Award nominations, with one win.
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Leslie Jones is is an American comedian and actress who is a cast member and writer on 
“Saturday Night Live”. Jones starred as Patty Tolan in the reboot of “Ghostbusters” in 2016 
and has been nominated for an Emmy Award for Outstanding Supporting Actress in a Comedy 
Series for her work on SNL, in both 2017 and 2018.
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DESIRED SUPPORTING CAST

George Takei is an American actor, director, author, and activist, most widely known for his 
role as Hikaru Sulu, in the television series “Star Trek”. He also portrayed the character in 
six Star Trek feature films and in an episode of “Star Trek: Voyager”. Takei's involvement in 
social media has brought him new fame. His Facebook page currently has over 8.9 million likes 
since he joined in 2011, frequently sharing photos with original humorous commentary.

Ken Jeong is an American actor, comedian, musician and physician. He is best known for his 
roles as Ben Chang on the critically acclaimed NBC/Yahoo! comedy series “Community”,  
gangster Leslie Chow in “The Hangover” trilogy, and Dr. Kuni in “Knocked Up”.

Henry Cho is an American comedian and actor. His TV credits include appearances on NBC’s 
“The Tonight Show”, CBS’s “The Late, Late, Show”, and NBC’s “Young Comedians Special”. He 
served two years as host of NBC’s “Friday Night Videos” and had many guest roles on various 
network sitcoms. Some of Henry’s film credits include Universal’s “McHale’s Navy”, “Say It 
Isn’t So” and “Material Girls”.

ALBERT KANG 
 Vivian’s father, Randy’s employer, and owner of the South Shore Tennis Center. Albert is a dedicated 
family man who treats the tennis center with as much love as he does the daughter who will inherit it. 

Recent money woes, along with a dark secret from his past, act as obstacles in his drive for success.
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Marisa Tomei is an American actress who received international attention and won an 
Academy Award for her role in the film “My Cousin Vinny”. She also appeared in “What 
Women Want”, “Anger Management”, “Wild Hogs”, and "Parental Guidance”.  Tomei has also 
received critical acclaim for her performances in “Untamed Heart”, “In the Bedroom” (her 
second Academy Award nomination), “Before the Devil Knows You're Dead”, and “The 
Wrestler” (her third Academy Award nomination).

Aisha Tyler is an American actress, comedian, director and talk show host. She is known for 
TV roles on such shows as “Ghost Whisperer”, “Criminal Minds”, “Archer”, “CSIL Crime Scene 
Investigation”, “Talk Soup”, and “Friends”. She was also a co-host on “The Talk”, where she 
won a Daytime Emmy Award for Outstanding Entertainment Talk Show Host. 

Wendi McLendon-Covey is an American actress, writer, producer and comedian. She began 
her career on the TV series “Reno 911!”. After a breakout performance in the film 
“Bridesmaids”, she has appeared in “What to Expect When You're Expecting”, “The Single 
Moms Club”, “Blended”,“Think Like a Man Too”, and "Hello, My Name Is Doris”. In 2013, she 
began starring on the ABC comedy series “The Goldbergs”, for which she was nominated for 
two Critics’ Choice Television Awards.
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DESIRED SUPPORTING CAST

AMANDA BALZAC 
Randy’s free-spirited mother. Even though she’s had a seemingly easy time moving past the tragedy 

surrounding Randy’s devastating mistake and the loss of her husband, her love and support for her son is 
unwavering. She may have fallen for Mindy, to Randy’s dismay, but she hopes they both achieve their goals.
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Jason Alexander

Patton Oswalt is an American stand-up comedian, actor, voice actor and writer known for roles 
in the sitcom “The King of Queens” and in the film “Ratatouille”. Oswalt has appeared in six 
stand-up specials, won a Primetime Emmy Award and a Grammy Award for Best Comedy 
Album for his Netflix special  “Patton Oswalt: Talking for Clapping”.

Jason Alexander is an American actor, voice actor, comedian and director. He is best known for 
his role in the TV series “Seinfeld” and the film “Pretty Woman”.  He was nominated for six 
Primetime Emmy Awards and four Golden Globe Awards and won a Screen Actors Guild Award 
for Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Comedy Series.
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DESIRED SUPPORTING CAST

MORTY DANIELS 
Rod’s sleazy, but dedicated agent. The only person more concerned with Rod than Rod, is Morty. 

He is always looking to protect his client and ensure that he maintains his superstardom, even if it 
means getting involved with a charity that introduces him to the seedy underbelly of the sea world.
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Craig Robinson is an American actor, comedian, and singer. He is best known for his roles 
on “The Office” and “Brooklyn Nine-Nine”. Robinson's big screen roles include “Zack and Miri 
Make a Porno”, “Hot Tub Time Machine”, “This Is The End”, and “Sausage Party”.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netflix


DESIRED TENNIS CELEBRITY SPECIAL APPEARANCES & CAMEOS 

Serena Williams is an American professional tennis superstar. She embodies style, power, 
beauty and courage. Serena has overcome insurmountable odds to win 23 career Grand 
Slams. Not only is she remarkable at tennis, her success with endeavors outside of the sport 
include film, television, fashion and philanthropy. Her tennis ability combined with her off-
court activity makes her one of the most recognizable names and faces in the world–an icon.
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Novak Djokovic is a Serbian professional tennis player who is currently ranked world No.1 in 
men's singles tennis by the Association of Tennis Professionals. He is considered one of the 
greatest tennis players of all time.  Djokovic has won 14 Grand Slam singles titles, five ATP 
Finals titles, 32 ATP World Tour Masters 1000 series titles, 12 ATP World Tour 
500 tournaments, and has held the No. 1 spot in the ATP rankings for over 200 weeks.

John McEnroe is a former tennis champion who is one of the leading title holders of all time, 
having also created controversy with his temperamental outbursts. He was inducted into the 
International Tennis Hall of Fame in 1999.  McEnroe is known for his shot-making artistry 
and volleying skills, for his rivalries, and for his confrontational on-court behavior, which 
frequently landed him in trouble with umpires and tennis authorities. 

Andre Agassi is an American retired tennis player and former World No. 1, who was one of 
the game's most dominant players from the early 1990s to the mid-2000s.  Generally 
considered by critics and fellow players to be one of the greatest tennis players of all time and 
perhaps the biggest worldwide star in the sport's history, Agassi compiled performances that, 
along with his unorthodox apparel and attitude, saw him cited as one of the most charismatic 
players in the history of the game.
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DESIRED DIRECTORS
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Ben Stiller is an American actor, comedian, writer, producer, and director. Throughout his 
career he has written, starred in, directed, and/or produced over 50 films. His directorial credits 
include "Reality Bites", "The Cable Guy", "Zoolander", "Tropic Thunder", "The Secret Life of Walter 
MItty", and "Zoolander 2".

Kay Cannon is a screenwriter, producer, actress, and director.  After writing all three “Pitch 
Perfect” films, Cannon made her directorial debut with the 2018 comedy “Blockers”.  She is also 
known for her work on NBC's 30 Rock and the Netflix Original Series “Girlboss”.

Todd Strauss-Schulson is an American film director, screenwriter, producer, editor, and 
cinematographer, best known for directing the 2011 comedy film “A Very Harold & Kumar 3D 
Christmas”, and the 2015 horror comedy film “The Final Girls”. He has also directed episodes of the 
television series “The Inbetweeners” and “Zach Stone Is Gonna Be Famous”.
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Dennis Dugan is an American actor, comedian, and director. He is best-known for his 
partnership with Adam Sandler with whom he’s directed eight films: “Happy Gilmore”, “Big 
Daddy”, “I Now Pronounce You Chuck & Larry”, “You Don’t Mess with the Zohan”, “Grown Ups”, 
“Just Go with It”, “Jack and Jill”, and “Grown Ups 2”.

Regina King is an American actress and director. She has appeared in many celebrated TV 
shows and films including "Boyz n the Hood", "24", "Jerry Maguire", and "Southland". She won the 
2018 Best Supporting Actress Oscar for her role in "If Beale Street Could Talk". Her directorial 
credits include episodes of "Scandal", "This Is Us", "Shameless", and "The Good Doctor”.



KEY PRODUCTION ATTACHMENTS
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DAVID SETH COHEN - CREATOR, WRITER & PRODUCER 
David Seth Cohen’s showbiz career started in 1997 at “Dateline, NBC”. The 
following year, he worked on the smash hit movie “Big Daddy”.  In 2000, he 
returned to TV and created two award-winning shows for Telecare. In 2017,  Cohen 
produced and acted in the outrageous teen-caper comedy film “After School 
Special”, which was released by Gravitas Ventures. His charming documentary 
feature film, “Finding Sandler” will be released in 2019. 

GUILLAUME RAMBOURG - EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 
Guillaume Rambourg is a huge fan of sports, but tennis is his favorite. At ESSEC 
School of Management, he specialized in finance then began his professional career 
in London where he became a star long/short equity manager at Gartmore. In late 
2011, he left Gartmore and founded, Verrazzano Capital, a wealth management 
fund which managed assets of $1.6 billion. In 2017, Guillaume retired from fund 
management to to pursue other passions, including making films.

MARC GOLD - PRODUCER 
Marc Gold has financed and produced five feature films to date including 
“Severed Road”, “Big Legend”, “Any Bullet Will Do” and “Wish Man”.  He is a man 
who follows his passion, whether he’s creating inspirational films or horror. In 
addition to a mini-series and several unscripted shows in development, Marc is 
working on a full slate of scripted features including “The Human Fly” and “The 
All-Stars”, written by the Oscar nominated writer of Toy Story, Alec Sokolow. 



KEY PRODUCTION ATTACHMENTS
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JOSH COHEN - CO-PRODUCER 
Josh Cohen has over 20 years of experience in the entertainment industry 
and a top rated afternoon drive radio show on ESPN radio.  He is also a live 
event emcee and presenter from Monte Carlo to Miami, an NFL analyst, 
MMA host, and Magazine Columnist.  Josh’s quick wit, charm, and brutal 
honesty are some of the reasons he is so influential in the industry today.

ADAM FISHER - CO-PRODUCER 
Adam Fisher has created and fostered life-long relationships with many key 
executives, agents, producers, financiers, and industry insiders laterally in NY & 
LA. He’s currently in pre-production on 2 features and one network television 
show. Having worked closely with both above and below the line players, Adam has 
made a name for himself as a Producer and Executive consultant.  He works on 
projects from their early stages through post-production, distribution and sales.

PATRICK MOURATOGLOU - SUPERVISING PRODUCER 
Patrick Mouratoglou is widely known as “The Coach” due to his coaching of 
worldwide tennis superstar, Serena Williams, with whom he’s won 10 grand slam 
titles. Patrick is also a Consultant and TV Host for ESPN, Eurosport and Fox Asia 
for which he is the key opinion leader on grand slam tournaments. Along with 
that, Patrick serves as a conference speaker, President of the Mouratoglou 
Tennis Academy, and Founder and President of the Champ’ Seed Foundation.
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Official IMDB Link

CONTACT

DAVID SETH COHEN  
646.207.3322 

dave@davidsethcohen.com
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